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PHI’s Commitment to Asset Monitoring 

• Investing in fault prevention can improve 
reliability and save money 

• Remote DGA is more effective than lab analysis 
in identifying impending faults 

• PHI plans to automate the monitoring of other 
assets in addition to transformers 

 

 



Transformer On-line DGA Monitors 

• Remote monitoring of 8 
fault gases; 

– hydrogen, oxygen 
methane, carbon 
monoxide, carbon dioxide, 
ethylene, ethane, and 
acetylene. 

• PHI has about 100 
monitors online by the 
end of 2012.  

 



Asset Monitoring Challenges 

• Managing large amounts of monitoring data 

– Separating the important information 

• Maintaining data security 

– NERC has established CIP standards 

• Enabling broad access to data 

– Different levels of access for different personnel on 
the corporate network 

– Easy-to-use human interface 

 



PHI’s AMM System 

• Developed AMM system with Serveron (BPL) to 
meet internal needs within PHI 

• At-a-glance status checking and drill-down for 
quick problem identification 

 



AMM System Architecture 

• Monitoring data from Substation assets is 
delivered securely via PDDN 

• Most users have read-only access over 
corporate network 
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AMM Architectural Detail 



Software Displays - Regional View 

• Left light indicates 
gassing alarm status 

• Middle light indicates 
monitor service 
status 

• Right light reflects 
communications 
status 



Software Displays - Substation View 

• Left light indicates 
gassing alarm status 

• Middle light indicates 
monitor service 
status 

• Right light reflects 
communications 
status 



Software Displays - Asset View 

• Left light indicates 
gassing alarm status 

• Middle light indicates 
monitor service 
status 

• Right light reflects 
communications 
status 



Asset Specific Detailed Drill-Down 

• Gassing levels 
at transformer 

• Clicking on the 
monitor or any of its 
values launches TM 
View 



TM View Software Analytics 

• Gassing levels over selected time: 



TM View Software Analytics 

• General transformer monitor status: 



TM View Software Analytics 

• Duval Triangle for fault analysis : 



Positive Results 

• One potential failure was averted at a Delaware 
substation; 

– Autotransformer had overheating and arcing due to 
core grounds. 

– Attempted fixes were unsuccessful as shown by 
continuous AMM monitoring. 

– Load was reduced/shifted as gassing became unstable 
to nurse transformer to replacement. 

• Another large transmission transformer was 
removed from service as gassing rose rapidly.  
The transformer was the replaced as a result of 
problems with the core. 

 



Lessons Learned 

• Continuous asset monitoring improves 
reliability and increases cost effectiveness of 
maintenance 

• Broad dissemination of asset health 
information is good policy 

• An easy-to-use human interface for monitoring 
prevents data overload and unnecessary time 
spent trying to find a problem 
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